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A balmy summers eve and a welcoming Pimms with all the trimmings was the perfect precursor to 

RP's summer production, although the weather, along with the World Cup, may have played a part in 

the disappointing light numbers in the audience for the first night. That said, the audience who did 

attend (including the Mayor and Mayoress of Windsor), all seemed to enjoy the performance...and the 

Pimms! 

 

The set design, by Director, Susan Pickles, worked extremely well. I'm sure that it wasn't as simple to 

put together as it looked, that of a canvas 'Country Produce, marquee, on realistic looking grass! I was 

particularly pleased to see a good backing to the marquee opening, which helped with location and 

depth. 

 

I appreciated the appropriately painted, colourful 'Fete' banner over the top of the stage. It was almost 

TOO well painted for the 'home made' look these things tend to have 

Much as I am a fan of using house curtains, this is one of those occasions that I feel the house curtains 

could have NOT been used and the bunting used taken from the set, out into the hall to bring the two 

together. Possibly even having the concessional 'Fête Helper' saunter on to the stage to set up tables etc, 

while the audience arrive. It's certainly NOT a criticism that this wasn't done, I just feel that with a set 

that works and is very much about location, it could have added an extra, context setting, element. 

 

From a technical and staging perspective, all worked perfectly adequately, though the demands of the 

play are few.  

Mark Hastings' sound/SFX were clear and on time, with the PA quality of the correct tone, but easily 

audible. I particularly enjoyed 'An English Country Garden' as a scene setter.  

Roger Lewiston's lighting created the right feeling of being in a marquee on a summers afternoon 

That's all that was required, so job done!  

I would like to think it was perfectly planned when a shadow appeared on the Marquee, in exactly the 

right place at the time 'shadows' we being discussed by 'Ray'?  Or was it luck? Either way, good job. 

 

Well done too, to 'Members of the Cast' for some very good props, including realistic, stab-able, larger 

than life Marrows, and an interested looking selection of Jam's & Pickles. From where I was sitting I 

couldn't properly see to the U/S Right corner, but I could see flowers and other props appearing to add 

to the overall setting. A few more oversized veggies as  set dressing wouldn't have gone amiss, but 

equally, the stage didn't look underdressed.  

I was impressed by small details such as the Marrow Growing instructions being blood stained after the 

murder. The type of thoughtful detail which makes a difference. 
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Costumes were well thought through for the characters. 'Trish' appearing to be primarily dressed for 

being a busy, practical mother with her hair up, out of the way. 'Miss Parmenter', well co-ordinated 

with her cardigan, skirt and shoes, looking like the quintessential English, country village, lady. I'm not 

sure how authentic the face/eye make up was for a Viking going in to battle, but the Nigel's overall 

look was impressively intimidating, and Father Mike was just missing a Panama hat ...at least, at the 

start. (Don't Vicars ALWAYS wear a Panama hat at the summer Fête?) 

 

Tom Weller, as TV star Ray Martin delivers dialogue with confidence, a good pace and considered 

intonation and expression. I did feel the character lacked any real warmth or openness, however fake it 

may appear from 'Ray', being a  TV personality who was being paid to open the fête. Perhaps the effort 

of trying to be an unnaturally 'fun' personality would have made Ray a more interesting character to 

play? Tom did lighten up and become more animated as things went along and gave a solid 

performance in general. 

 

Miss Parmenter was delightfully played by Trish Weller. A very enjoyable performance 

of a seemingly sweet older lady, who turns out to be more assertive and eccentric than you'd give her 

credit for. Trish, being softly spoken and quite understated most of the time, gave Miss Parmenter an 

air or normality despite some of the 'matter of fact' remarks she says, suggesting otherwise. Looking 

over the spectacles on the end of her nose, and handling props naturally, Trish certainly seemed to 

inhabit the character of Miss Parmeneter extremely nicely! 

 

Busying herself with all things 'Fete', Samantha Somerville gave natural performance as Trish. The 

subtle (most of the time) expression and intonation in dialogue was enjoyable, but she was a 

convincing 'busy young mum' who is probably one of those about whom others' would say ''Want 

something done? Ask a busy person''.  Samantha uses the space nicely and seems to have a good stage 

awareness.  

 

Alex Taggart seemed to fill the stage as Nigel, yet never seemed to be in the way, moving about quite 

deftly. The character was likeable and although physically expressive, I found Alex's line delivery to 

lack much variation in tone...although volume wasn't a problem. Alex's connection with 'Bunny' 

worked well, and overall, a strong performance.  

 

Lorna Cotterill gave a very natural performance as Bunny, handling props and delivering lines, quite 

effortlessly, at the same time. I have every confidence that Lorna could handle a lot more 'business' and 

very specific direction, and still be a very reliable performer. The one habit Lorna has which suggests a 

lack of confidence is stepping forward, which is something actors sometimes do subconsciously to 

'announce' that they are going to say a line, and then stepping back when finished. Otherwise, a very 

comfortable performance to watch.  

 

When it comes to the facial expression for 'miffed/sour grapes' Simon Arnold covered them all in his 

portrayal of Malcolm. It was perfectly understandable why Bunny had had enough to the point of 

having an affair. Not that Malcolm was unlikeable, in fact he was very harmless (unless an oversized 

marrow), but the type of fellow who might be a bit wearisome to be married to. It was an assured 

performance from Simon who looked genuinely proud of Molly Marrow, and has excellent non-

breathing skills! 
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Gavin Mills' Father Mike was quite unlikeable (in a good way) from the start and made for an 

interesting dynamic in the group. One doesn't expect a man of the cloth to display sociopathic 

tendencies, yet Gavin giving him an indifferent and off hand manner towards the other characters was 

an interesting twist. Gavin had a great pick up rate, and good timing.  

 

From a direction point of view, I did have a couple of minor question marks. For instance, when Bunny 

first discovered the death of her husband, I was surprised that she didn't sit on the chair she stood next 

to, crying, for some time. Also, in casting, I'm sure there may be a very valid reason, but it would have 

made more sense to me if Tom Weller were cast as Malcolm, being slightly closer in age to Lorna, and 

Simon, more suited to the role of an actor from a long running detective series.  

 

However, minor points in what was a well produced and nicely performed play 
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